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Abstract 
Taxonomy is a knowledge management tool that presents useful information in a well-ordered 

structure prevents overloading of information on its access and making the information access 

qualitative. This article is concerned with automatically extracting asymmetrical hierarchical 

relations from a large corpus and subsequent taxonomy construction by domain independent and 

semi-supervised system. The methodology relies on the term’s distributional semantics. The 

algorithm utilizes the word-embedding generated from the vector space model. The model is 

trained over a large corpus to generate word-embedding of each word in a corpus. Then, the 
system finds and extracts the hypernyms by using the genetic algorithm based on distributional 

semantics calculations. In the last step, the system adds hyponym-hypernym relations extracted 

from the string comparison module. Gold Standards taxonomies are used to evaluate the 

system’s taxonomies for each domain. Our system achieved significant results across each 

domain. 
 

Keywords: Hyponym-Hypernym Relations, Taxonomy Induction, Word-Embedding 
 

1. Introduction 

 
With the rapid growth of information and arrival of the knowledge economy that increase the 

dependency on the effective utilization of available vast information, it becomes vital to 

introduce a technique and tool that organize and retrieve relevant information efficiently. 

Presenting useful information in a well-ordered structure prevents overloading of information on 
its access and making the information access qualitative. Moreover, it’s also incorporate the 

discovery and extraction of critical and relevant knowledge information [7]. With the passage of 

time information are increasing not in length but also in its meaning or in context, i.e. in order to 

understand the meaning of a particular word we need to understand its context first or its 

meaning in a particular context. 
Taxonomy is a knowledge management tool that organizes wide information in a well 

hierarchical structure that mainly concerns on the access and extraction of right and relevant 

information. As organizing information in a structured form is not a new trend as it always been 
in everyone’s concern according to [7]. 

Manual taxonomy construction is a time consuming and knowledge incentive process. 

Therefore, a lot of researches have been conducted to automate the process of taxonomy 

induction and to find hyponym-hypernym relations automatically. However, finding hyponym-

hypernym relations automatically from unstructured text is a great challenge in the research area. 
The main task is to use terms lists from different domains, to discover and fetch the 

hierarchical relations from a large corpus and then structure these extracted relations in 

hierarchical order.  
Existing broad coverage lexical resources such as WordNet [17] and EuroWordNet [33] are 

extensively used for NLP tasks such as sentiment analysis, information retrieval etc. but faces a 

number of limitations. As these resources are costly and required a large amount of effort for it’s 

creation and maintenance. Moreover, it is very cumbersome to add new word in the existing 
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resource. These existed manually crafted lexical resources includes more general vocabulary as 

compared to domain-specific vocabulary that’s why they are incomplete and difficult to extend 

with new words. In these lexical resources words are semantically associated with each other. 

Number of research have been conducted to learn how to induce taxonomy automatically from 
unstructured text instead of creating time consuming manual taxonomy. The summary on the 

taxonomy learning from the text is given in [1].In this paper, we mainly concern with the 

identification and extraction of hypernym-hyponym relations from a large corpus by using a 

domain specific term list. Then, organize these relations in a hierarchical order to construct 

taxonomy. The domain-specific term list contains a noun and noun phrases. 
In literature, different heuristics have been proposed that extract semantic relations from the 

text and construct taxonomy such as coordination and co-occurrence information [20], [34], [27], 
[35]. In lexical semantic resources such as WordNet, the terms are associated by a number of 

relations such as is-a (hypernym-hyponym), is-like(synonymy) [14] and meronymy (has-a or 

contain) relations [8] etc. 
But in this research, we only focus the automatic identification and extraction of hypernym-

hyponym relations from the text and arranging them in hierarchical taxonomies. Hypernym-

hyponym relations are asymmetric and transitive but not the symmetric [17], [11]. 
Previous studies reveal that these automatic taxonomies can be used to extend the existing 

manual crafted semantic ontologies such as WordNet [29], [27] and Euro Word [31]. 
Our focus is to introduce a system that detects and extract hyponym-hypernym relations from 

a large text and structure them automatically in a hierarchical tree i.e. taxonomy. These large 

corpus incorporate a variety of general and domain specialized terms expressing different 

relationships between terms such as“type of”etc. However, most of these domain specialized 

terms are not available in manually created inventories such as WordNet. 
The structure of the paper is as follow: In section 2 we provide the brief introduction of the 

state-of-art approaches, in section 3 we propose and explain our system. Section 4 we evaluate 

our system against Gold Standards and compare with existing systems. Finally, we conclude our 
system with a brief conclusion. 
 

 

2. Related work 

 
The main steps for semantic taxonomies construction include term extraction, relation 

extraction, and taxonomy construction. These terms can be provided by extracting them from 

existing manually crafted lexical resources or can be extracted from a large text. 
Sate of art approaches for automatic taxonomy inductions incorporates pattern-based 

approaches, distributional approaches, graph-based approaches, sub-string inclusion method and 
clustering-based approaches. 

Pattern-based approaches also known as rule-based approaches, the most common technique 

for hyponym-hypernym identification. It is highly inspired by Hearst [11]. She created few 

lexico-syntactic patterns manually and then traverse the large text in a particular manner if these 

patterns are found then a system incur hyponym-hypernym relation between terms. Number of 

existing approaches based on these Hearst-style patterns [4], [23], [25], [27], [16], [18]. 
In [22], semantic relations are identified between terms based on generic patterns and then 

pruning methods are applied to get more accurate relations. Most of the studies used the relations 
extracted from pattern-based approaches as an input to post-processing methods for results 

improvement such as [26] improved results with Support Vector Machines. The acyclic graph is 

used to build a generic pattern-based algorithm based on web-documents to extract hypernyms in 

[19]. 
In most of the previous studies such as [2] combined approaches are used to identify and 

extract most relevant hypernym relation but in a way that output from one system is an input to 

another system. Moreover, they also used morphosyntactic analyzer approach [12]. 
One of the conventional approaches is sub-string inclusion method. It compares the string 

representation of two terms. If one term is contained in another term then the contained term is 

considered as hypernym. Such as computer science is a hyponym of science, where science is the 
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head-modifier. The morphosyntactic analyzer approach is also based on this approach but 

includes more working principles. First, it looks the single word, if its suffix is the existing term 

then it considered as hypernym. Secondly, if the word is a multi-word term contained part is a 

hypernym similar to sub-string inclusion method. Finally, if preposition exists between two 
nouns then the first noun is a hypernym such as sociology is a hypernym of the sociology of 

culture. 
Another approach [31], which first search patterns from a large corpus and then utilized these 

patterns to enhance the efficiency of the system like question answering system. Semantically 

similar words are those who occur in a similar context [10]. For target word, word context can be 

defined by using the information related to syntactic and co-occurrence of the surrounding 

words. 
In clustering-based approaches, terms are clustered by utilizing their word context in a 

particular corpus. Then, labels are assigned to each cluster. Hyponym-hypernym relations can be 

found between cluster’ label and cluster’ members. Authors in [3], [23], created noun clusters 

based on syntactic 
the dependency on words. 
Recently, with the advent of the neural network, the distributional approaches have gained a 

lot of fame and become a popular tool for knowledge rich problems. According to the research 

[13], in distributional space, the hyponym includes a number of the distributional features of 
their hypernyms. 

Distributional semantics embeds the semantic knowledge of words in vectors in a vector 

space. The closeness of these vectors in vector space infers the semantic similarity of the 

associated terms. This approach is very useful to find the semantic similarity of the word even if 

they don’t occur explicitly in the corpus. However, it is difficult to identify asymmetric relations 

between concepts. 
 

3. System description 

 
The proposed approach is simple and domain independent that is able to process large data 

along with automatically extracting asymmetrical hierarchical relations i.e. hyponym-hypernym 

relations from unstructured text and subsequent taxonomy construction. The system takes a list 

of domain-specific terms and large corpus to train vector space model and then generates a well-

structured taxonomy. It includes four main steps. First, the systems crawls the general corpus and 

generate the vectors of 300 dimensions for each domain-specific term. Then, the system finds 

and extracts the hypernyms by using the generic algorithm based on distributional semantics 
calculations. In the last step, the system adds hyponym-hypernym relations extracted from string 

comparison module. 
 

3.1. Vector space model 

 
Word2vec is one of the vector space model, used to convert text in a numerical form 

that deep neural network can understand. Word2vec vectorizes about words, the vectors 

are known as word-embedding. These vectors are used to describe one another but are 

totally different. These vectors are not only making text to machine-readable but also used 
to find the similarities between terms in a given corpus.  

Word2vec generates vectors like autoencoder but trains words against neighbor terms 

in a corpus rather than train against input term as in Boltzmann machine [6]. Word2vec 

generates vectors based on two methods, continuous bag of words (CBOW) and skip-gram 

[9], [28]. In CBOW context is utilized to predicts target word, where multiple words are 

used to represents context. The contexts of the word can define as the vectors of the words 

those occur near to that word in a large corpus. However, the working of skip-gram is 

reverse to the working of CBOW. It takes words as an input and predicts target context. 
For implementation, we used a skip-gram model that generates more accurate results on 

large corpus. These vectors can be adjusted to predict word’s context more accurately.  
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The word2vec not only make more accurate guesses about a word’s meaning based on 

their past occurrence but also establish associations between terms such as man-boy 

≈women-girl and can perform clustering of documents and classify them topic wise. These 

clusters can use in recommendation systems, such as e-commerce and scientific research 
etc. and in sentiment analysis. Word2vec plays a crucial role in grouping the similar 

words in a vector space. 
These vectors are mathematical representations of words context. It automatically 

generates vectors without human involvement. Word2vec not only used for sentence 

parsing but is also applied to multiple things such as graphs of social media, playlists, 

codes especially where patterns are involved. The output of word2vec is like vocabulary 

in which multiple vectors are linked with word these can be input to deep learning-net or 
can query for relations discovery between words. 
 

 
3.2. Training corpus 

 
For the implementation purpose, we trained word2vec model over GoogleNews-

vectors-negative-300 model corpus. This corpus has about 100 billion words. For each 

domain-specific term, word2vec generates vectors of 300 dimensions.  
The assumption of proposed methodology is similar to our previous system [36]. Our 

assumption is, “if two words are hyponyms of a third one, then the distance from each of 

this two word to that hypernym should be similar” [36]. 
 

3.3. Taxonomy induction from word-embedding 

 
1. First, we generate vector from word2vec model of each word of a domain-specific list. 

 Use vectors of each word, available in the word2vec model. 
 For compound terms, if one or more of its parts available in a model then we add up all the 

available vectors to get the desired vector. 
 Ignore the term if it is not available in a model. 

2. Then, we create a distance matrix that stores the computed cosine distance of each pair of 

term’s vectors. Let Animal, Dog, Cat, Car, and Shark be the terms: 

 

 Animal Dog Cat Car Shark 

Animal d0 d1 d2 d3 d4 

Dog d5 d6 d7 d8 d9 

Cat d10 d11 d12 d13 d14 

Car d15 d16 d17 d18 d19 

Shark d20 d21 d22 d23 d24 

 

3. For each row of a distance matrix: 

 First, sort the row. 

 Then, compute the difference between two adjacent values in a row. 

 By applying the constraints that the difference must be greater and equal to zero. Because we 

already sort the row that makes the situation to subtract the smaller value from larger value and 
the other reason is as a delta is a difference between the two distances that must be positive as 

distance always positive. 

 d1=(Animal, Dog) 

 d2=(Animal, Cat) 

 Delta= d2-d1 

 Delta >= 0 
  In this way, we considered all possible valid triples with the help of computed difference from the 

distance matrix. 
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  Triples→ {Animal,Dog,Cat},{Animal,Cat,Shark},{Animal,Cat,Car},…… 
4. In this step, we compare triples by taking the mean of distances between terms. 

 d1=(Animal, Dog) 
 d2=(Animal, Cat) 
 d3=(Dog, Cat) 
 mean=(d1,d2,d3)     

5. Then, all triples are sorted according to the computed mean values. 

 0.1→ {Animal,Dog,Cat} 
 0.2→ {Animal,Shark,Cat} 

6. Verify each triple before adding triple to the hierarchy. 

7. In relation verification step, three steps are included: 
 If the hyponym is in taxonomy as a child, it means it is already associated with parent(hypernym). 
 If the particular relation is already in taxonomy,then, we do not add it. As this constraint avoid the 

duplication of the relations. 
 If the particular relation is not found in taxonomy, then we store hyponym in a separate list in each 

iteration. 
 For each relation, we checked either hypernym is available as hyponym. If yes we can easily locate 

the hierarchy of hypernym. 
8. After verification step, all sorted triples are added to the hierarchy. 
The runtime complexity of the proposed algorithm is O(n2 ∗ logn). As the O(n2) triples are 

formed and sorted by taking the average cosine distance of each triple. Figure 1 shows the 

overall working of the proposed algorithm Figure 2 demonstrates how the relations are verified 

before adding to the taxonomy. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Flow Diagram of Proposed Algorithm 
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Figure 2. Flow Process of Relations Verification 

 

3.4. String Comparison Module 

 

The string comparison module is used to generate a list of hyponym-hypernym relations in a 

way similar to [12]. It’s working principles are, if one term contains another term then the 

contained term is hypernym. For example, “computer science” is a “science”. Secondly, if “of” 

preposition occur between two noun terms then the first term is considered as hypernym. Finally, 
we set the constraint that length of hypernym should be greater than three for valid hypernym 

detection. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

                                            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                       Figure 3. System Diagram of the Proposed System 
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We include only those hyponym-hypernym relations from the string-comparison method if 

hyponym is available in a first taxonomy. Secondly, for that particular hyponym, the hypernym 

is not available. This is to avoid the duplication of relations and prevents the addition of inverse 

relations. Figure 3 shows the systematic diagram of the proposed system. 
 

4. Evaluation 

 
The Evaluation of taxonomies is not a trivial task as it incorporates two steps. First 

each relation in the system taxonomies and in the gold standard taxonomies are compared. 

In this step it is important to check that relation should exist between two correct terms 

and in correct direction. In the second step of evaluation, the hierarchical structure of 

system taxonomies is compared with the hierarchical structure of the gold standard 

taxonomies, in order to verify that the relations in system taxonomies are in correct order 
as in gold standard taxonomies. 

A number of measures required to perform in order to evaluate the quality of 

constructed taxonomies. We evaluate the system taxonomies by using benchmarks 

provided by SemEvalTexEval-2 workshop. The system generated six taxonomies for three 

different domains i.e. food, science, and environment. For the evaluation of each 

taxonomy six benchmarks are considered. Each benchmark contains a list of terms that are 

extracted from existing manually crafted lexical resources such as WordNet, Eurovoc etc. 

and the Gold Standards. The jar file written in java is used to compare the system 
taxonomies against the Gold Standards. 

In this paper, we evaluate the system performance and quality in term of F-score and 

(F&M) measures. In order to compute F-score, first, we need to calculate recall and 

precision of the system taxonomies against Gold Standards. The recall is the number of 

common edges of the system taxonomies with the Gold standards divided by a total 

number of edges in the Gold Standards. However, the precision is the number of common 

edges of the system taxonomies with the Gold standards divided by a total number of 

edges in the system taxonomies. Moreover, (F&M) is the Cumulative Fowlkes & Mallows 
Measure [32], it computes the similarity of hierarchical clusters of system taxonomies 

against the Gold Standards. 
 

4.1. Results 

 
 In this section, we present our system’s results when compared to Gold Standards for each 

domain as shown in Table 1. The results are significant across all the domains. For the science 

related benchmarks, the system performs slightly better. However, f-score for environment 

benchmark and (F&M) measure for the food benchmark are low as compared to other 

benchmarks. The reason for low f-score and (F&M) is either the particular domain-specific term 

is not present in the large corpus or the term is not frequently available. For infrequent terms, the 
system cannot determine their context properly and the generated word-embedding of these 

terms are useless. 
Moreover, our system is not utilizing any existing lexical resource. Furthermore, the 

limitations of the system are: if a term is not available in the training corpus, the word-

embedding of that particular term will not be generated. The word-embedding of the infrequent 

terms will not be considered. The selected hypernym in the system taxonomies should also be 

present in the domain-specific term lists. But still, the results of our systems are very close to the 

existing best system.  
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Table 1. Results Summary against Gold Standards 

Measures 
Environment 

(Eurovo) 
Food 

(WordNet) 
Food 

Science 
(Eurovo) 

Science 
Science 

(WordNet) 

Precision 
Recall 
F-score 
F&M 

 
0.196 
0.2644 
0.2251 
0.2264 

 

0.2042 
0.2746 
0.2342 
0.2342 

0.1802 
0.206 

0.3862 
0.1922 

0.268 
0.3029 
0.3049 
0.296 

0.2475 
0.3226 
0.2801 
0.4498 

0.3121 
0.3306 
0.3211 
0.3079 

 

We also compared our system results with the other systems of the SemEvalTexEval-2 

workshop i.e. TAXI, NUIG-UNLP, QASSIT, JUNLP and USAAR in Table 2. TAXI [21] system 

based on Hearst-patterns and sub-string inclusion. For hyponym-hypernym relations 

identification and taxonomy induction, they used both general and domain-specific corpora. 
USAAR [30] proposed Hyponym Endocentricity system based on the assumption that compound 

terms are endocentric in nature, means one part of the compound term represents the whole 

compound term. NUIG-UNLP [24] utilized word-embedding generated from the glove word 

space model. The model is trained over corpus extracted from Wikipedia dump. The system 

identifies hypernym by adding the average vector offset to the corresponding hyponym vector. 

For average vector offset, they compute an average of the difference between a vector of 

hypernym and vector of hyponym in a vector space for 200 pairs of words. The JUNLP [15] 

system for taxonomy induction relied on the lexical resource, i.e. BabelNet and sub-string 
inclusion method. The QASSIT [5] system extracted lexical patterns and applied pre-topological 

space graph optimization techniques based on genetic algorithm. 
A table 2 show, the proposed system is better than the current system on vector space model. 

However, it is close to TAXI, who ranked first among the systems. Table 1 demonstrates that 

terms from science field are more frequently occur in the corpus than the terms from food 

domain. 
 

Table 2. Results Comparison with other Systems 

Measures USAAR TAXI JUNLP QASSIT NUIG SYSTEM 

Precision 
Recall 
F-score 
F&M 

0.5677 
0.1916 
0.259 

0.0013 

0.3318 
0.3174 
0.3212 
0.2908 

0.1474 
0.3009 
0.1961 
0.1498 

0.1858 
0.263 

0.2176 
0.4064 

0.2200 
0.1100 
0.2028 
0.0410 

0.2347 
0.2835 
0.2919 
0.2844 

 

 

5. Conclusion and future work 

 
In this paper, we presented a system based on vector space model and string 

comparison method for automatic hyponym-hypernym identification from domain-specific 

term lists and structuring them in taxonomy. We evaluate our system on the dataset 

provided by the SemEvalTexEval-2 workshop on three different domains. Our system 

shows significant performance against each domain without utilizing any existing lexical 

resource. 
In future, we plan to train neural network from a number of domain-specific corpora. 

We also plan to incorporate wiki miner results for taxonomy induction.  
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